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ABSTRACT
In a continuing effort to master the reasons for conductivity maxima vs temperature in semicovalent molten halides, the structure and some
transport properties of molten zinc halide are examined with ab initio molecular dynamics. Molten zinc halides are a special class of molten
salts, being extremely viscous near their melting point (with a glassy state below it) and low electrical conductivity, and since they are also
known (ZnI2) or predicted (ZnBr2 and ZnCl2) to exhibit conductivity maxima, they would be useful additional cases to probe, in case the
reasons for their maxima are unique. Strong attractive forces in ZnX2 result in tight tetrahedral coordination, and the known mixture of
edge-sharing vs corner-sharing ZnX4 tetrahedra is observed. In the series zinc chloride→ bromide→ iodide, (i) the ratio of edge-sharing vs
corner-sharing tetrahedra increases, (ii) the diffusion coefficient of Zn2+ increases, and (iii) the diffusion coefficient of the anion stays roughly
constant. A discussion of conductivity, with focus on the Walden product W = ηΛe, is presented. With predicted Haven ratios of 1–15 when
heated toward their conductivity maxima, the physical chemistry behind molten zinc halide conductivity does not appear to be fundamentally
different from other semicovalent molten halides.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5109138., s

I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of electrical (ionic) conductivity maxima vs
temperature in semicovalent molten halides was first observed by
Grantham and Yosim in the 1960s.1–3 Knowing that ab initio molec-
ular dynamics (AIMD) simulations are useful unbiased probes of
chemical structure and dynamics, we have been employing this tech-
nique to probe the reasons for these conductivity maxima.4,5 These
studies have revealed the following: (i) network liquids in cases
thought to be molecular (e.g., BiCl3 and SnCl2), (ii) a Grotthuss-type
halide-hopping behavior in molten salt, and (iii) evidence that the
long-standing conjecture for the conductivity maximum (a loss of
ions) is untrue. The detection of the Grotthuss halide mechanism
was crucial for revising the explanation of the conductivity max-
imum vs temperature: the postmaximum fall in conductivity was
concluded to be due to a reduction in Grotthuss rate, caused either
by reduced hop opportunities or by an increased hop barrier, which
is itself caused by thermal expansion of the liquid.

The location and height of the conductivity maximum vary
greatly from salt to salt, and a quantitative theory for this is still elu-
sive.6,7 In this third study, we chose to examine three molten zinc

halides because our last attempt at a more quantitative theory gave
suspiciously large Arrhenius parameters A and Ea at all thermally
accessible densities for these particular melts.7 Their conductivity
maxima are known (ZnI2 at 1200 K)2 or are predicted to exist (ZnCl2
at ∼1500 K7 and ZnBr2 between 1200 and 1500 K). These melts
are known to have unusually high viscosities,8,9 and in fact ZnCl2
and ZnBr2 form a glassy state at temperatures below their melting
points.10 Molten ZnX2 also has low electrical conductivities,9 largely
due to these high viscosities. Table I shows representative experi-
mental data. Note that the extremely low conductivity of molten
HgBr2 (last row of Table I) is due to “complete ion pairing,” it is
a virtually unionized molecular liquid.11,12 The degree of ion pair-
ing or ion correlation that also impedes ZnX2 conductivity was also
probed in the present work.

Improved understanding of molten zinc halides would benefit
technological use as well. Molten ZnCl2 has been recognized for its
efficiency as a heat transfer fluid (HTF) in concentrating solar power
(CSP) applications.14 ZnCl2 is valued for this application because of
its (i) ability to form a low-melting eutectic mixture with ionic metal
chlorides, (ii) relatively lower cost compared to other HTFs, (iii) low
vapor pressure, and (iv) low corrosion rate on the container and
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TABLE I. Known (experimental) values for melting point (mp),8 specific conductivity (σ),9 viscosity (η),9 and density (ρ),9 as well as derived molar conductivity (Λ = σ/[MXn]),
for seven molten halides.

η at mp + 10 K η at 773 K σ at 773 K ρ at 773 K [MXn] at 773 K Λ at 773 K
Salt mp (K) (cP) (cP) (S cm−1) (g cm−3) (mol liter−1) (S cm2 mol−1)

SnCl2 518 2.11 3.047 16.07 131
PbCl2 771 4.4 4.6 1.46 4.953 17.81 82
BiCl3 505 1.2a 1.1a 0.56 3.295 10.45 53
ZnI2 719 0.11 3.805 11.92 9.3
ZnBr2 667 180.1 29.2 0.079 3.372 14.97 5.3
ZnCl2 588 2836.4 34.5 0.080 2.428 17.82 4.5
HgBr2 510 2.4 0.5 0.000 76 4.272 11.85 0.064

aFrom Kellner,13 the Janz tabulations9 quote older work for BiCl3 and feature a factor of 10 errors in doing so.

piping alloys under anaerobic conditions.15–17 Molten zinc halides
are also finding their use in electrolyte mixtures for zinc halide
batteries,18–23 likely for similar reasons. ZnCl2 based deep eutec-
tics (a form of ionic liquids)24–27 are finding extensive electro-
chemical applications, e.g., in electrodeposition, electrorefining, and
electrochemical fabrication.28–32

Structurally, ZnX2 melts are known to be network liquids fea-
turing tight tetrahedral coordination of X− ions around the metal
ion, revealed by neutron scattering,33 and confirmed via molecular
dynamics,34 X-rays,35,36 and Raman spectroscopy.37 This is differ-
ent from molten SnCl2, PbCl2, and BiCl3; network liquids whose
Mn+ ions are roughly six-coordinate.4–7 Furthermore, Raman37 and
modern diffraction38,39 studies have suggested that ZnCl2 and ZnBr2
melts contain a notable amount of edge-sharing Zn tetrahedra,
unlike their crystalline states (which are entirely corner-sharing40–42)
and glassy states (only sparsely edge-sharing43). Recently (2016-
2017), Lucas et al. performed ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations on the ZnCl2 melt, observing the expected network
of corner-sharing tetrahedra, with a uniform distribution of edge-
sharing instances, and a fraction of edge-sharing vs corner-sharing
in good agreement with experiments.44,45 It would be of interest
to contrast the degree of edge-sharing vs corner-sharing amongst
the three zinc halide melts and to explore connections between this
liquid structure and the macroscopic properties of viscosity and
conductivity.

Here, we present the results of our AIMD simulations of
molten ZnCl2, ZnBr2, and ZnI2 at a common temperature of 773 K.
The properties of interest were liquid structure, diffusion coef-
ficients, viscosity, and specific conductivity. The results are then
used in a discussion of the viscosity and conductivity in molten
zinc halides, the extent of viscosity limitation upon conductiv-
ity, and the differences when compared to a less viscous system
(BiCl3).

II. METHODS
ZnCl2, ZnBr2, and ZnI2 were simulated at 773 K using

Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) software,46,47 with
its potpawGGA plane-wave basis sets,48,49 standard precision
(PREC = NORMAL), ENMAX = 400 eV, isotope-averaged
masses, a Nosé-Hoover thermostat for canonical-ensemble (NVT)

conditions50 with 40 fs thermal oscillations (SMASS = 0), and a Ver-
let velocity algorithm.51 The Monkhorst-Pack scheme for 10 × 10
× 10 k-point mesh in the Brillouin zone was applied. The time step
τ was 4 fs for all the melts. All the simulations were done on Dex-
trose, a supercomputer at the University of Regina, and visualization
of simulation movies and their further analysis including radial dis-
tribution plots were done with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
software.52

For forces, the PW91 level of density functional theory
(DFT) was used,53 but with an added Grimme-style van der
Waals (vdW) attractive potential.54 Grimme parameters for zinc,
chlorine, bromine, and iodine were C6 = {10.80, 5.07, 12.47,
31.50} J nm6 mol−1 and R0 = {1.562, 1.639, 1.749, 1.892} Å, respec-
tively.

The cubic simulation cell consisted of 120 atoms (M40X80) and
was replicated using periodic boundary conditions to mimic the bulk
liquid. Cell widths (15.51, 16.43, and 17.73 Å for ZnCl2, ZnBr2, and
ZnI2, respectively) were chosen to match experimental densities at
773 K (Table I). The starting geometry of the ZnI2 melt was chosen
from an equilibrated geometry of molten HgBr2,5 but with Carte-
sian coordinates scaled so that the simulation cell width matched
the aforementioned 15.51 Å. The energy became equilibrated within
1000 time steps (4000 fs) of simulations (Fig. 1). A further 1000 time

FIG. 1. The total internal energy U(T) for molten ZnI2 during the 1000-time step
equilibration run.
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steps were simulated to ensure equilibration, followed by 100 000
time steps (400 ps) of production-run sampling. An equilibrated
ZnI2 geometry was used as a starting geometry for the ZnBr2 and
ZnCl2 melts, again with proper scaling of Cartesian coordinates
to match experimental densities, and each was equilibrated with
1000 time steps before undergoing 100 000 production-run time
steps.

The simulations generate output of atomic Cartesian coordi-
nates for each time step. From these, the specific conductivity (σ)
and atomic diffusion coefficients (D) were calculated with in-house
Fortran programs via both Einstein and Green-Kubo formalisms, as
done before.4 The Einstein formulae employed were

DEin
X = lim

t→∞ einD(t), einD(t) =
⟨⟨∣⇀rX,i(t) − ⇀rX,i(t0)∣2⟩⟩

6t
, (1)

σEin = 1
VkT

lim
t→∞ einσ(t), einσ(t) =

⟨∣
⇀

M(t) −
⇀

M(t0)∣
2
⟩

6t
. (2)

Here, ⇀rX,i(t) is the Cartesian position of the ith atom of type X at
time t, VkT is the product of cell volume, Boltzmann’s constant,
and simulation thermostat temperature T,

⇀

M(t) is the total elec-
tric dipole of one simulation cell’s worth of liquid at time t, and
⟨⟩ denote averaging over all choices of t0 [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and i
[Eq. (1)]. The

⇀

M(t) calculation
⇀

M(t) = ∑j qj
⇀r j involved assignment

of charges +2 to Zn and −1 to the halogen in each case, and the
cell’s worth of atoms (120) had to be tracked as they left the sim-
ulation cell, as Hansen55 has done. The Einstein functions einσ(t)
and einD(t) were obtained from the full set of 100 000 time steps
of data by averaging 80 000 ein(t − t0) functions of length 20 000 τ,
the functions differing only by choice of time zero (t0). The Einstein
conductivity functions einσ(t) appeared to have achieved asymptotic
constants in this sampling, and the t → ∞ value was chosen as an
average of 17 000 einσ(t) values after the asymptotic onset (3000 τ)
until the end at 20 000 τ. The range (max–min) of these 17 000
values is reported as the uncertainty. On the other hand, the Ein-
stein diffusion functions einD(t) produced smooth decaying curves
which needed extrapolation to infinite time. Extrapolation was done
by linear least-squares fitting of t⋅einD(t) vs t via the following
equation:

t ⋅ einD(t) ≈ at + b, at large t (3)

and using the slope a as the limiting value of einD(t) in Eq. (1).
The slopes looked very steady, and the error bars for the predictions
were taken as the range of 3 estimates, from 3 choices of cutoff for
measuring slope (1000 τ, 5000 τ, and 10 000 τ).

The Green-Kubo formulae were used as before,4 involving inte-
grals (to “infinite” time) of particular autocorrelation functions. The
total averaged functions (80 000, due to choices for time zero) and
the integration range (the “infinity” cutoff of 20 000 τ) were kept
the same as for the Einstein method. The numerical integration was
performed by recording running integral values via Simpson’s rule
every 50 time steps and averaging all such values (380 of them) from
1000 τ to 20 000 τ. Error bars were computed from the range of the
380 values.

The dynamic (shear) viscosity (η) was first computed by cod-
ing the Einstein formalism56 directly on the simulation data, but
the values came out too low by 3 orders of magnitude and it failed
to reproduce the known ordering η(ZnCl2) > η(ZnBr2). Something
about the simulation (cell size, time step, etc.) seems to prevent this
formalism from working well for viscosity.

III. RESULTS
A. Liquid structure

As expected, the simulations show tight tetrahedral coordina-
tion of zinc to the halogen atoms in all three zinc halide melts. The
Zn–X radial distribution [Fig. 2(a)] shows a sharp first peak that
integrates to a coordination number of 4 per Zn and increasing

FIG. 2. (a) Zn–X, (b) X–X, and (c) Zn–Zn radial distribution functions from the
simulations of ZnCl2, ZnBr2, and ZnI2 at 773 K.
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Zn–X bond lengths in the order ZnCl2 < ZnBr2 < ZnI2, with magni-
tudes of 2.3 Å, 2.5 Å, and 2.7 Å, respectively. The X–X (halide-halide)
radial distribution [Fig. 2(b)] integrates to show 10 X atoms roughly
5 Å from any given X atom; this distance being 4.8 Å for ZnCl2,
5 Å for ZnBr2, and 5.4 Å for ZnI2. The Zn–Zn radial distribution
[Fig. 2(c)] is much more interesting and shows, in the first 5 Å, what
appears to be a splitting of a first peak into two overlapping ones
from ZnCl2 to ZnI2. This “splitting” is in fact the growth of an inner
peak for edge-sharing Zn–Zn distances (3.5 Å in ZnI2), compared to
corner-sharing Zn-Zn distances (4.1 Å in ZnI2, see Fig. 3); the lack of
such a peak for ZnCl2 indicates a very few edge-sharing tetrahedra in
the ZnCl2 simulation. A rare occurrence of two face-sharing tetrahe-
dra was observed in the ZnI2 simulation which stayed for about 100
time steps.

To quantify the ratio RI of edge-sharing (vs corner-sharing)
instances, the Zn–Zn radial distributions were fitted from 0 to ∼5 Å
with a function which is a sum of two Gaussian functions,

g(r) = a1e−(r−b1)2/2c2
1 + a2e−(r−b2)2/2c2

2 , (4)

where r is the Zn–Zn distance in Å and {ai, bi, ci} denote the {height,
position, width} of each of the two underlying peaks. The fitting
curves for each melt appear in Fig. 4. The ratio of corner-sharing
instances to edge-sharing instances, RI = CSI/ESI, was calculated by
computing the “coordination number” integral for each of the two
subpeaks and taking their ratio. The ratios were 60 for ZnCl2, 13
for ZnBr2, and 8 for ZnI2 (from Zn–Zn coordination number ratios
3.65/0.061, 3.20/0.25, and 2.86/0.37, respectively).

For ZnCl2, our RI = 60 is far greater than previous ratios (based
on tetrahedra, RT = CST/EST; RI = 2 RT if all Cl are 2 coordi-
nate) reported from a variety of approximate techniques. Salmon
and co-workers,39 from Reverse Monte Carlo fitting of diffraction
data, obtained RT ratios of 2/1 from their 2010 data fits at T = 600 K,
and {3/1, 1/1} from their 2015 data fits at T = {600, 800} K. Lucas
and co-workers45 obtained RT = {3/1, 2/1} at T = {600, 700} K from
fitting to a Raman peak assuming contributions from 3 case mod-
els, and RT = 3/1 at T = {600, 800} K from counts of edge-sharing
tetrahedra (not fits of Zn–Zn radial distributions) from their own
AIMD simulations. The origin of the discrepancy is not yet known,
and perhaps these ratios are difficult to quantify regardless of the
technique (e.g., AIMD sensitivity to parameters, radial cutoffs for
defining edge-shared tetrahedra, Reverse Monte Carlo indetermi-
nacy issues, and choice of model fragments for Raman fitting). The
simulations of Lucas et al. did not use dispersion corrections, did not
go as long as ours (17.88 ps vs 100 ps), and used cell densities that

FIG. 3. Two different Zn-Zn distances observed in the melts due to (a) corner-
sharing and (b) edge-sharing tetrahedra.

FIG. 4. The underlying gauss1 (edge-sharing) and gauss2 (corner-sharing) con-
tributions to the overall Zn–Zn radial distributions g(r), from fitting of Eq. (4)
(rms error: 0.03) to g(r) obtained from the simulations.

were 6% less57 than ours. Our simulations appear to have achieved
equilibration of this ratio, since our ZnCl2 simulations began with
an equilibrated ZnI2 structure (with its RI of 8/1), and in monitor-
ing the evolution of gZnZn(r) during the simulation we saw the loss
of the edge-sharing peak (and hence RI moving to ∼60/1) within the
first 10 000 of our 100 000 time steps. Regardless of the difficulty in
obtaining good absolute values for these corner-to-edge ratios, the
relative changes in going from ZnCl2 to ZnBr2 to ZnI2 should be
much more trustworthy.

B. Diffusion coefficients
Figure 5 shows the obtained Einstein-method functions einD(t)

[Eq. (1)]: gradual decaying functions of time, easily extrapolated
[Eq. (3)] to infinite time to obtain reasonably precise atomic diffu-
sion coefficients (DEin) for zinc and the halogen atoms. Diffusion
coefficients were also computed by the Green-Kubo method (DGK)
and are in agreement with DEin estimates but are much less precise
(Table II).
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FIG. 5. The einD(t) curves [Eq. (1)] for atomic diffusion coefficients, computed from
the simulations at 773 K.

In comparison to known diffusion coefficients (Dexpt) for
molten ZnBr2, the DFT AIMD diffusion constants are seen to be
too high, probably by a factor of 2 generally. They did reproduce the
qualitative results, e.g., that the bromide ion diffuses slightly faster
than the zinc ion in ZnBr2. The factor-of-2 error could easily be
due to the PW91 DFT approximation for the forces: this approxi-
mation may be slightly underestimating the binding forces in these
strongly bound (extremely viscous) liquids. Applying this factor of 2

as an empirical correction gives the Dbest results listed in Table II,
including predictions for the unknown diffusion coefficients for
ZnI2.

Perhaps the most interesting result here is that as the anion
is varied in the series Cl− → Br− → I−, its speed stays the same,
while the Zn2+ cation becomes faster. The D values (2–3 Å m s−1)
are 10 times smaller than those of other network molten halide
salts we have studied (SnCl2,5 34–51 Å m s−1 at 833 K and BiCl3,4

25–44 Å m s−1 at 773 K), reflecting the greater viscosities in zinc
halides.

C. Dynamic viscosity
Although direct (Einstein formalism) computations of viscos-

ity from the simulations failed (see Sec. II), we did test the Stokes-
Einstein approximation,61

η ≈ ηSE = kT
6πrionDion

, (5)

where {Dion, rion} are the {diffusion coefficient, radius} of an ion
and kT is thermal energy. The empirically corrected diffusion coeffi-
cients from the simulations (Dbest, Table II) were used, to remove
any possible error from the simulation (e.g., PW91 DFT forces).
Shannon’s effective ionic radii62 (2.20, 1.96, 1.81, and 0.60 Å for I−,
Br−, Cl−, and Zn2+[IV], respectively) were employed. The Stokes-
Einstein predictions are poor (Table III), too large when based on
the cation, and too small when based on the anion. The stoichio-
metrically averaged prediction ηSE

avg = 1/3 ηSE
Zn + 2/3 ηSE

X did bet-
ter, appearing to be ∼20% low compared to experiments for ZnCl2
and ZnBr2, although there is some uncertainty in the Dbest values
employed. Assuming that a general 18% underestimation by these
ηSE

avg values might also apply to ZnI2, we generated a prediction for
the as-yet-unpublished viscosity of ZnI2.

D. Specific conductivity
Figure 6 shows the obtained Einstein-method functions einσ(t):

functions that appear to have achieved asymptotic values quite
early but are slowly wandering about such values. Statistical uncer-
tainties for predicted conductivities are thus larger in a relative
sense than those for diffusion coefficients. Specific conductivity was
also estimated using Green-Kubo formalism, and the two meth-
ods are again in agreement (Table IV), as they were for diffusion

TABLE II. Diffusion coefficients (10−10 m2/s) of zinc and halide ions, from the simulations at 773 K. Uncertainties are in
parentheses. Dbest taken to be DEin/2.

Salt DZn
Ein DZn

GK DZn
best DZn

expt DX
Ein DX

GK DX
best DX

expt

ZnCl2 3.53 (3) 3.4 (7) 1.8 3 (2)a 4.11 (8) 4.0 (9) 2.1 4 (2)a

ZnBr2 4.16 (2) 4.4 (8) 2.1 1.6 (9)b 4.21 (5) 4.4 (7) 2.1 1.8 (6)c

ZnI2 5.53 (1) 5.4 (8) 2.8 . . . 3.86 (6) 4.1 (7) 1.9 . . .

aReference 58.
bReference 59.
cReference 60.
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TABLE III. Stokes-Einstein values for dynamic viscosity (cP) computed from the
empirically corrected (“best,” Table II) diffusion coefficients from the simulations of
zinc halide melts at 773 K. The ηexpt values are from Janz’s fitting of experimental
viscosities.9

Salt ηSE
Zn ηSE

X ηSE
avg ηexpt ηSE/ηexpt

ZnCl2 53.5 15.2 28 34.5 0.81
ZnBr2 45.3 13.7 24.3 29.2 0.83
ZnI2 34.1 13.3 20.3 [24.7]a . . .

aPredicted from ηSE
avg/0.82.

coefficients (Table II), although again the Green-Kubo predictions
are significantly less precise.

The DFT AIMD conductivities are a factor of 4 too high for
each salt, as gauged by comparison to known values (σEin/σexpt in
Table IV). They do reproduce the qualitative result that the bromide
melt conductivity matches that of the chloride but not the iodide.
Although this looks too systematic, an error to be due to artificial
outlier events like the “Grotthuss lock” events seen in molten HgBr2
simulations,5 we did perform the Grotthuss lock test of comput-
ing Einstein conductivity functions for the two separate time halves
of the ZnI2 simulation. The test was negative; the two halves show
agreement in conductivity within their error bars. As to the reason
why the conductivity predictions σEin are too high by a factor of 4
while the diffusion constant predictions DEin are too high by a factor
of only 2, this is because of the second well-known effect in the con-
ductivity beyond ion speed: counter-ion correlation, the coordinated
travel of counter-ions in the same direction, which reduces their
contribution to conductivity. The particular form of counter-ion
correlation is sometimes difficult to subcategorize63 (classic exam-
ples from aqueous solutions are long-lived ion pairs, as in Bjerrum or
Arrhenius ion association, or frictions, as in Debye-Huckel theory).
Regardless of the nature of counter-ion correlation in these ZnX2
melts, the simulations must be underestimating its degree, while also
overestimating the diffusion coefficients (net atomic ion speeds), to
cause the factor of 4 over-prediction in conductivity; both errors are

FIG. 6. The einσ(t) curves [Eq. (2)] for conductivity, computed from the simulations
at 773 K.

TABLE IV. Specific conductivity values (S cm−1) computed from the simulations
of zinc halides at 773 K. The σNE values are from the Nernst-Einstein approx-
imation [Eq. (6)] using the “best” diffusion coefficients from Table II. The σexpt

values are from Janz’s fitting of experimental conductivities.9 Uncertainties are in
parentheses.

Salt σEin σGK σNE σexpt σNE/σexpt σEin/σexpt

ZnCl2 0.33 (4) 0.29 (20) 0.29 0.080 (4) 3.6 4.2
ZnBr2 0.33 (1) 0.32 (20) 0.27 0.079 (4) 3.4 4.2
ZnI2 0.39 (4) 0.47 (30) 0.26 0.110 (6) 2.3 3.5

likely due to insufficient Zn–X attractive forces from the PW91 DFT
approximation.

To gauge the amount of actual counter-ion correlation
present in these melts, we also computed conductivities from the
Nernst-Einstein approximation,61,63 which assumes no such correla-
tion,

σ ≈ σNE = cΛNE, ΛNE = F2

RT
(ν+z2

+D+ + ν−z2
−D−), (6)

where {νion, zion, Dion} are the {stoichiometric coefficient, integral
charge magnitude, diffusion coefficient} of the ion, F is Faraday’s
constant, c is the molar concentration of ZnX2, and Λ is the molar
conductivity. With Eq. (6), and employing our “best” Di values, as
we did for ηSE, one obtains σNE values that are too high (Table IV):
the σNE/σexpt (Haven4,64) ratios are 2.3 (ZnI2) to 3.6 (ZnCl2), indi-
cating that counter-ion correlation is inhibiting 57% (ZnI2) to 72%
(ZnCl2) of what little conductivity is allowed by the viscosity.

E. Conductivity mechanism
From observing the simulation movies of the three zinc halide

melts, it was found that the bond breaking and reforming between
atomic ions Zn2+ and X− tended to happen during interconversions
between corner-sharing and edge-sharing tetrahedra. One observed
sequence is shown in Fig. 7, initiated by a 3-coordinate Zn “defect”
site. Such defects will be more common at elevated temperatures,
where the Zn2+ and X− coordination numbers will drop from 4
to 2 values. We performed short simulations of ZnCl2 at 1500 K
(the predicted conductivity maximum) and 2200 K to confirm
this: we found Cl coordination numbers of 1.93 and 1.86, respec-
tively.

The sequence in Fig. 7 had the appearance of a hop of the cen-
tral Zn32

2+ ion through a wall of its tetrahedron, to occupy a vacant
tetrahedron site. The highlighted Zn2+ and Cl− move in oppo-
site directions to accomplish this transformation, which appears on
paper to result in a net transfer of charge in one direction. It is pro-
posed that such chain sequences of bond breaking and reforming
can continue in a relay, i.e., Grotthuss style, and thus is deserv-
ing of the same Grotthuss label, as we have suggested in the other
network-liquid cases.5,7 It would seem to us an oversimplification
to say that the conductivity is due principally to Zn2+ atoms hop-
ping into neighboring vacant tetrahedral sites, since the diffusion
coefficients for Zn2+ and X− are commensurate (Table II).
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FIG. 7. An observed bond rearrangement (ZnCl2, 773 K), suggestive of a conductivity mechanism.

IV. DISCUSSION
The particularly high viscosities of molten zinc halides are

reflected in the low atomic diffusion coefficients (∼2 × 10−10 m2 s−1,
compared to 3× 10−9 m2 s−1 for BiCl3 and SnCl2 and 4× 10−9 m2 s−1

HgBr2). It must be related to the strong Zn2+–X− attractive forces in
these melts. Gas-phase molecule binding energies were computed
(Table V), to demonstrate the additional bond strength afforded by
Zn2+ vs Mg2+ or Ca2+. The bonds in HgCl2 are also strong, however,
and yet result in a molecular liquid,7 while the zinc halides are net-
work liquids; perhaps the bonds to Hg2+ have a larger covalent com-
ponent that causes this structural difference. The strong Zn2+–X−

attractive forces decrease in the order ZnCl2→ ZnBr2→ ZnI2, allow-
ing for the observed increasing DZn (improved mobility of Zn2+

ions) in this series (Table II), which in turn appears to be the largest
contributor to the decreasing viscosity predicted for this series.

Next, we discuss the specific conductivities at length. Restrict-
ing ourselves to 773 K at the moment, we first address the trend in
conductivity ZnCl2 = ZnBr2 < ZnI2, seen in σexpt as well as from sim-
ulations (σEin) in Table IV. The Nernst-Einstein predictions (σNE)
do not produce this trend; thus, the effect must be in the counter-
ion correlation. The Haven ratios reveal this (3.6 ≈ 3.4 > 2.3 for
this series). The ZnI2 has a lower degree of counter-ion correlation
that the chloride and bromide melts; the Zn2+ ions appear to move
somewhat more freely in the iodide melt than in the others.

Second, still staying at 773 K, we address why the conduc-
tivities are all rather low (0.1 S cm−1) compared to other molten
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TABLE V. Gas-phase molecule binding energies (MX2 → M2+ + 2 X−), PW91/SDD
computations.65

Molecule M–X bond length (Å) BE (kcal mol−1)

ZnCl2 2.13 668
HgCl2 2.36 657
ZnBr2 2.25 614
ZnI2 2.44 604
MgCl2 2.25 568
CaCl2 2.50 504

semicovalent metal halides (SnCl2, PbCl2, and BiCl3, Table I). Since
this is due to a combination of viscosity and counter-ion correla-
tion, an assembled table (Table VI) of Walden products W = ηΛe
was found to be helpful, since such products remove the effects of
viscosity. Here, Λe = Λ/ν+z+ is the equivalent conductivity, useful
for comparing salts of different stoichiometries. These products (see
the Appendix) would be temperature-independent constants under
the Nernst-Einstein and Stokes-Einstein approximations, dependent
only on the charge and size of the ions, and pencil-and-paper pre-
dictions for such constants (Wtheo) can be generated using Shannon
effective ionic radii, all being roughly 1–3 S P cm2 mol−1. True W
values (Wexpt), however, vary widely and can fall considerably below
these values, due to counter-ion correlation affecting the conductivi-
tiesΛe. BiCl3, for instance, is inhibited by mild Grotthuss halide hop-
ping at this temperature,4 while HgBr2 has nearly complete covalent
“ion association.”5 The ratios Wtheo/Wexpt should be close mimics of
Haven ratios σNE/σexpt (since ηavg

SE/ηexpt may tend to be close to 1)
but may serve to be handier because they do not require knowledge
of atomic diffusion coefficients.

Let us use Table VI to explain the low conductivities
(0.1 S cm−1) of ZnX2 melts. Relative to molten PbCl2
(σ = 1.5 S cm−1), the zinc halide melts are conductivities reduced
by a factor of ∼5–6 due to viscosity (Table I), and further reduced
by a factor of ∼4 due to counter-ion correlation (reflected in the
Wtheo/Wexpt ratios of ∼4 for ZnX2 vs 1 for PbCl2. Relative to molten
BiCl3 (σ = 0.56 S cm−1), the zinc halide melts are ∼25 times more vis-
cous, but have ∼4 times less counter-ion correlation (reflected in the

TABLE VI. Walden products W = ηΛe (S P cm2 mol−1), with values for zinc salts in
bold.

Salt Wthumb
a Wtheo

a Wexpt
b Wtheo/Wexpt

KI 1.2 0.97
KBr 1.2 1.01
KCl 1.2 1.05
NaCl 1.2 1.26
MgCl2 2 3.33
SnCl2 2 2.39
PbCl2 2 1.83 1.89 1
BiCl3 2.8 2.84 0.19 15.1
ZnI2 2 3.10
ZnBr2 2 3.15 0.77 4.1
ZnCl2 2 3.18 0.78 4.1
HgBr2 2 2.79 2 × 10−4 2 × 104

aWtheo and Wthumb from Eqns. (A1) and (A2) of the Appendix (using Nernst-Einstein
and Stokes-Einstein approximations).
bValues calculated from Table I experimental data at 773 K.

Wtheo/Wexpt ratios of ∼4 for ZnX2 but 15 for BiCl3), for a net factor
of ∼6 less conductivity.

This brings us to the final issue: the intriguing conductivity
maxima at elevated temperatures. For this, we turned to Walden
plots66 (logΛe vs log η−1, Fig. 8). The most intriguing aspect is that
ZnCl2 is predicted to have a conductivity maximum of similar mag-
nitude (Λe ≈ 101.4 S cm2 mol−1) to BiCl3, at a similar viscosity
(η ≈ 10−2.2 P), and with a similar degree of nonideality (vertical
drop from the ideal line). The maximum is at a quite different tem-
perature, however, 700 K for BiCl3, vs the predicted 1500 K for
ZnCl2.

The vertical “gap” from the ideal line to the true (or extrapo-
lated) curve in the Walden plot is directly related to Wtheo/Wexpt in
Table VI,

logΛtrue
e − logΛexp t

e ≈ log(Wtheo/Wexp t), (7)

and thus this Walden-plot gap is related to the degree of counter-
ion correlation. The magnitude of this counter-ion correlation gap
appears to be related to viscosity to the same degree in both systems;

FIG. 8. Walden plots for molten ZnCl2
and molten BiCl3. Data from different
temperatures (which increase from left
to right in the plots); arrows indicate the
point corresponding to 773 K (500 ○C).
Open circles: using empirical conductiv-
ity functions from Ref. 7, empirical den-
sity functions from Ref. 9, and viscosities
from Ejima (empirical function, Ref. 67)
for ZnCl2 and Kellner (data, Ref. 13)
for BiCl3. Filled circles: points plotted
beyond the range of known data to show
the predicted conductivity maximum for
ZnCl2. Also shown is the “ideal” line
(logΛ = log η−1 + log Wtheo).
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very little correlation when log(1/η) = 0 (Haven ratios near 1), but
slowly increasing as η decreases until the Haven ratio reaches ∼15,
at which point the conductivity maximum arrives, at log(1/η) ≈ 2,
i.e., when η has been reduced to ≈ 10−2 P (1 cP, the viscosity of
room-temperature water). Beyond this point, the conductivity falls,
as counter-ion correlation (the Walden-plot gap) rapidly increases.
In Sec. III E, we mentioned that we did try short simulations of
hotter ZnCl2, at temperatures at (1500 K) and beyond (2200 K) its
temperature maximum, and indeed we observed the same qualita-
tive features as we saw with BiCl3 at its much lower temperature
maximum: increased amounts of one-coordinate (rather than bridg-
ing) halide, with moments of hopping between neighboring zinc
ions. The nature of the Grotthuss-halide mechanism is thus similarly
manifest. It is only the higher strength of counter-ion attraction in
ZnX2 vs BiCl3 that is causing the ZnX2 melts to sit much earlier on
this curve than BiCl3 does, at lower 1/η and thus lower conductivity,
when compared at the common temperature of 773 K.

This Walden plot will not be universal for all metal halides,
however. We know that the conductivity maximum for the molecu-
lar Hg(II) halides will feature Haven ratios far greater than 15 (nearer
to ∼20 000, cf. Table VI). One avenue for further research would
be to probe the factors that control the existence of molecular vs
network molten metal halides, and if these same factors have rele-
vance to the prediction (and possible commonality) of Walden plot
curves.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Ab initio simulations of the viscous molten zinc halides at 773 K

have been proven useful in understanding their liquid structure
and transport properties. The simulations overestimate the atomic
diffusion coefficients (a factor of 2) and underestimate the degree
(a factor of 2) of counter-ion correlation, thus overpredicting total
ionic conductivity (a factor of 4), all likely due to the inability of
the approximate forces (PW91 DFT + dispersion) to fully account
for the strong Zn–X binding forces. For prediction of the thick vis-
cosities, the stoichiometric average of the individually poor Stokes-
Einstein predictions (from the “best” diffusion coefficients of the
individual atomic cations and anions) underpredicted experimen-
tal values for ZnCl2 and ZnBr2 by only ∼20%. Structurally, the
simulations predict an increase in the ratio of edge-sharing (vs
corner-sharing) ZnCl4 tetrahedra across the series ZnCl2 < ZnBr2
< ZnI2, although the absolute values of these ratios may be unreliable
(sensitive to simulation parameters).

The strong viscosities and correspondingly low diffusion coef-
ficient values are due to the particularly strong attraction of halide
ions to Zn2+, with such attraction exemplified by computed molecu-
lar gas-phase atomization energies ZnX2 → Zn2+ + 2 X−.

A possible conduction mechanism for the viscous 773 K zinc
halide melts is proposed as observed from the simulations. Rather
than describing it as Zn2+ ions hopping into vacant tetrahedra, we
suggest it to be described as a Grotthuss-style sequence of bond
breaking and forming for two reasons: (i) the halide ions have dif-
fusion coefficient commensurate with those of Zn2+ and (ii) as the
system is thermally expanded toward the conductivity maximum,
where Haven ratios have climbed from 1 to 15, the simulations
show the evolution of this sequence into the more visually striking
instances of monatomic hops of 1-coordinate X− halide, as we have

seen in our previous less-viscous cases of BiCl2 and SnCl2. Indeed,
Walden plots (relating conductivity to viscosity) across a broad tem-
perature range show, interestingly, very little fundamental difference
between ZnX2 and other semicovalent metal halides.
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APPENDIX: WALDEN PRODUCTS
Under the Nernst-Einstein and Stokes-Einstein approxima-

tions, the Walden product W of viscosity times molar conductivity
is

Wtheo = ηΛe

= ηΛ/ν+z +

= η(F2/RT)(ν+z +
2D+ +ν−z−2D−)/ν+z + (Nernst - Einstein)

= η(F2/RT)(z+D+ + z−D−)

= η(F2/RT)(kT/6πη)(z+r+
−1 + z−r−1) (Stokes - Einstein)

= (e0F/6π)(z+r+
−1 + z−r−1) (A1)

for a salt Mν+Xν− in any flowing medium (e.g., molten or diluted
via solvent to any lesser concentration). Here, e0 is the elemen-
tary charge, Λ and Λe are the molar and equivalent conductivities,
respectively, and (e0F/6π) = 0.819 S P cm2 Å mol−1. Table VI reports
these temperature-independent idealized values of W for various
halide salts, employing Shannon’s effective ion radii.62 To emphasize
the dependence of W upon stoichiometry, we define the quickly-
estimable Wthumb “rule of thumb” values by employing Eq. (A1) but
taking r+ = 1 Å and r− = 2 Å; for MXn halide salts (z− = −1, z+ = n),
this reduces Eq. (A1) to

Wthumb = 0.8(n + 0.5) (A2)

and thus Wthumb = {1.2, 2, 2.8} S P cm2 mol−1 for {MX, MX2, MX3}
salts. As seen in Table VI, Wthumb approximates Shannon-radii-
based Wtheo values well for the listed salts, with deviations occur-
ring for salts of the large K+ (1.4 Å) and small Zn2+/Mg2+/Hg2+

(0.6–0.7 Å) ions.
Note that for KCl, the Shannon-radii Wtheo value of 1 is repro-

duced by aqueous KCl solutions of 0.1–1M (where η = 10−2 P and
Λe = 102 S cm2 mol−1). Angell’s use of aqueous KCl as a reference for
classifying electrolytes66 may stem in part from its convenient value
of W = 1 in these units, for then log W = 0 and the Walden plot
(logΛe vs log η−1, having slope of 1 and y-intercept of log W) would
run diagonally through the origin. However, since the rule-of-thumb
value W = 1.2 gives virtually the same Walden plot (y-intercept of log
1.2 = 0.1), the reference line used by Angell is not unique to aqueous
KCl, but is the predicted line for any 1:1 halide salt in any medium
(molten or solution) exhibiting Nernst-Einstein and Stokes-Einstein
behavior.
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